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Abstract 
With the rapid economic development on both sides of the National Highway of G205, Jiang Su, China, traffic volume and 
congestion continually increase. As the safety and performance of these roads is a major concern, transportation system should be 
evaluated on an ongoing basis to ensure that people and goods can be moved as efficiently and safely as possible. In all kinds of 
security measures, access management techniques have been proved the most successful in improving the safety and efficiency 
of arterial roads. To determine which roads of the National Highway of G205 can most benefit by the implementation of access 
management techniques, a prioritization process was developed to guide decision makers in the implementation process. 
Recommendations were given in the form of decision steps distinguish existing or future road segments between access densities, 
signal intersection spacing, traffic accidents, access environments and other criteria. The objective of this paper is to document 
the steps followed to develop a performance index based prioritization process to target arterial roads that would benefit from the 
implementation of access management techniques. Utilizing the results of the research, decision makers can better determine 
which sections of roadway could benefit from controlling and rebuilding of driveway access. 
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1. The importance of access management 
Access connects the main road to other levels of roads, compared to the main road, its design standards is 
relatively lower and has fewer constraints. With the development social and economic, road traffic volume grows 
quickly, the national highway accesses become accident-prone areas. Linear regression showed positive correlation 
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between crash severity score and access management at an 81 percent confidence level. Well managed urban arterial 
roadways have been shown to be around 40% to 50% safer than poorly managed urban arterials on a per-vehicle-
mile basis. Mean travel speeds are significantly higher on well-managed urban streets and traffic service levels are 
significantly higher.  
Prioritizing access management implementation research has multiple in land utilization land use (Lu, Jian John, 
2005), however in China, land use management beside the national highways is not always in standard and the 
statistics lacks actual potency. But the land utilization has direct correlation with access density. Previous research 
had mostly concentrate on the economic losses of traffic safety to decide whether the road sections need carrying on 
the access implementation, but the fact that the insufficiency in the actual traffic accident data made the ranking 
difficulty, the essence of access problems lie in unreasonable access, including unreasonable access density as well 
as road function definition. The access network gradation deficient causes arterial traffic accident rate arise, we 
considered both the external performance and the intrinsic reason of access implementation ranking as the statistical 
target. 
We focus on the implementation priority selection of the access roads. We need to research the road traffic 
accident extent related to the access management, and the associated factors in qualitative analysis to judge the 
access road grade intersection, access level, conforms to the standard access road corresponding, foundation and 
comprehensive analysis of access density, road travelling speed, accidents, the number of conflicts be identified road 
access management sections and sort. Such a thought is in line with China's national and provincial trunk highway 
reconstruction of sections of the description. This article provides an analysis of the implementation of a feasible 
idea entrance road choice. 
2. Research methodology 
2.1. Access density analysis 
High access densities are highly correlated with access-related crashes. (Transportation Research Board, 2003) 
Common probable access-related crashes along arterials with a high density of driveways are rear-end, right-turn, 
and left-turn crashes. Driveway density indicates how many driveways per mile exist along each corridor. 
Commercial driveways have been found in past research to be critical, as commercial land uses generate more trips 
compared to residential driveways. As the driveway density increases along a corridor, more conflict points are 
produced. Access distance is closely related to road types, we can get 85% of the average access space of each road 
segment using SPSS software . 
2.2. Access road grade analysis 
Traffic flow produced in local communicates should be guided into the main arterial in certain grade, only in this 
way could avoid traffic conflicts of different grade roads. In the typical case, traffic flow guiding grade is introduced 
shown as below, some lower grade road is forbidden accessing to the trunk road. Table 1 shows the National 
Highway G205 access categories types. 
Usually the function of the road can be transformed to corresponding road grade, such as the main trunk road as 
first grade road, secondary trunk road as second, mainly distributed road to first or second road, distribution road as 
third grade, so the synthetic of access road grade could be defined as follow. 
Access Road Grade Definition:  
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Of which: iD  is the i st  access road grade; 
in  is for the i  class road quantity. 
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Table 1. Access type standard 
                             Type 
Access Permitting 
Main trunk 
roads 
Secondary trunk 
roads 
Main collector 
roads 
Secondary collector 
roads 
Local highway 
Main trunk roads Permitted Permitted Partly limited Limited Forbidden 
Secondary trunk roads  Permitted Permitted Partly limited Limited 
Main collector roads   Permitted Permitted Permitted 
Secondary collector roads    Permitted Permitted 
Local highway     Permitted 
2.3. Safety evaluation 
To evaluate the safety of each road segment, analyses of crash rate, crash severity, and collision type for each 
segment were performed. Following a detailed analysis of each evaluation metric, it was determined that crash rate 
and crash severity provided similar results in terms of overall safety. Crash severity, however, had been noted in 
previous research (7) as an important factor in access management implementation and was selected for 
development of the decision tree. Because crash rates and collision types were not used as the primary basis for the 
decision tree, they will not be discussed in this paper. Crash severity, however, is summarized in this section.  
The Iowa DOT assigns a severity ranking for each crash that represents an estimated cost to society of the crash. 
Table 2 shows each crash severity value, its description, and the dollar amount assigned. For this study, the crash 
locations were identified and crash severities were summed per corridor for both total and probable access-related 
crashes. The methodology assigns crash costs to different severity levels such that fatal and incapacitating injury 
crashes are equal in weight.  
Table 2. Description of loss values assigned to severity rankings 
Ranking  Severity Level 
1 Fatal $1,000,000 
2 Major Injury $150,000 
3 Minor Injury $10,00 
4 Possible Injury $2500 
3. Prioritization process  
We established four judgment standards to differentiate their order of priority in access rebuildings, the 
improvements could receive the safety effect and economic efficiency to highest. Establishment decision analysis 
process are discussed in the following sections˖ 
Step 1: Obtain Data 
The first step in the decision tree is to collect data for the arterial road segment being analyzed, including the 
AADT, signals per mile, adjacent land use, and potential for future development. 
Step 2: Classify by access-related road Crash Analysis 
To determine the most promising corridors in the Des Moines metropolitan area for access management 
treatments, access-related crash severity, access-related crash rates, Road safety serious section should be focus on 
regional access management. 
Step 3: Classify by access density  
Following classification by volume, the road segment is classified by signal spacing based on whether the 
segment has 2 or less signals per mile or greater than 2 signals per mile. 
Step 4: Classify by access road type 
Making the access road classification standards is a foundation for the research of highway spacing and for 
transformation design. 
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Step 5: Other Classification 
Based on the overall characteristics of the arterial, some segments are classified according to their potential for 
future growth. Additionally, high volume arterials with greater than 2 signals per mile are classified according to 
median type (i.e., raised median or no raised median). 
Step 6: Recommended Access Management Techniques 
Access management techniques are recommended based on the classification from steps two through five. The 
recommended techniques include limit access density, close some access driveway, install raised median, future 
planning, and no recommendation. These recommendations are based on the results of the statistical analysis 
completed and do not replace engineering judgment. 
4. Case analysis 
The China National Highway 205 Jiangsu section is a four-lane highway that runs through central and northern 
Jiangsu province, China, connecting Nanjing, Huai an, Su qian, Xu zhou cities and its various towns, with a total 
length of about 300km, on both sides of the road is side strips for non-motorized vehicles and pedestrians. With 
social and economic development, the access function and movement function intertwined, vehicles and non-
motorized vehicles mixed together, combination between all accesses elements lack of integration and coordination, 
the overall traffic safety environment of road section is serious; By Google earth and video observation, we analyses 
all of the roads connecting China National Highway (G205) Jiang Su section, for analysis it was divided to ten parts 
as the land use.  
 
 
Fig. 1. The route of national highway G205 Jiang Su section  
To identify the segments with the most promise for further analysis, the three rankings (crash rate, crash severity, 
and commercial driveway density) were summed for each corridor. This summed ranking served as the overall 
index ranking, which was then used to determine the top 3 high priority access management investigation segments. 
See Tables 3 the ranking segment. 
From the above research, we choose the first three segments of the road that is most suitable for access 
management, that is K1318~K1372; K1073~K1099; K1099~K1154. Certainly in actual application, some 
refinements works need to be down, including the consideration of following aspects: 
• Area type of urban, suburban, or urbanizing.  
• Land use of residential, commercial, or mixed-use.  
• Arterial functional classification 
• Intersection functional classification 
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Table 3. Most promising segments rankings for further rebuilding  
5. Conclusions 
Access management has been shown to have significant benefits in terms of highway safety and traffic flow and 
in protecting valuable public investments in roadway assets. Provincial transportation organizations can play a key 
role in planning for and implementing access management through such means as problem identification, 
programming, coordination of transportation and decision makers.  
This paper presented the process and results from the first task of the national highwayG205 access management 
planning process. The first task simply identified arterial roadway segments that appear promising for further 
investigation for access management improvements. This process was completed using Google Earth and a 
combination of physical roadway data (e.g. driveway density) and crash record data. The result was the creation of a 
“most promising” list of arterial roadway segments in a metropolitan area for improved access management. This 
process is relatively simple and could potentially be replicated in other arterials.  
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